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Philosophy/ or Science 

The role of epigenetic inheritance in evolution is the subject of a lively debate. Some 
claim that recently discovered epigenetic mechanisms of gene regulation constitute 
nongenetic inheritance systems pointing to a "Lamarckian dimension" of inheri
tance, and therefore of evolution. Others judge epigenetic inheritance to be rela
tively insignificant, even in principle, due to disanalogies with the genetic system 
that make epigenetic inheritance implausible as a platform for evolution: unstable 
states, high mutation rates, horizontal and within-generation-only transmission pat
terns, and environmental feedback mechanisms contribute to making epigenetically 
driven evolution appear non-Mendelian, Lamarckian, and probably rare-or, if 
common, weak. In this chapter, I explore the character and role of relative signifi
cance arguments and "heuristic reductionism" in strategies for investment in theo
retical epigenetics research. I show that differing theoretical goals and commitments 
of distinct research specialties with overlapping domains help drive conflicting 
assessments of relative significance. 

Relative significance claims in distinct research specialties about the role of 
epigenetic inheritance in evolution make presuppositions about the character of 
relative significance, often entangling epistemological presuppositions about the 
effective conduct of research with theoretical presuppositions about the causal 
contribution of various causes to empirical phenomena under study. Surprisingly, 
most of the relative significance claims in the twenty-year history of the modern 
controversy over epigenetic inheritance in evolution come from mechanistic molec
ular (MM) biology rather than from quantitative evolutionary (OE) specialties. 1 

MM and QE sciences identify and manage risks of investing in the study of epi
genetic inheritance differently, in part due to very different conceptions of theory 
construction, theory structure, and formulation of hypotheses and explanations. An 
asymmetry between the relative significance claims of MM and QE sciences under
lies some of the reasons for the resistance of evolutionary biologists to claims of 
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molecular and cell biologists that epigenetic inheritance is, or might be, significant 
in evolutionary dynamics. I propose that some theoretical changes which look rela
tively straightforward-conservative "normal science"-from the point of view of 
MM science turn out to look potentially radical-transformative "revolutionary 
science"-from the point of view of QE theory. 2 In brief , the discovery of "Lamarck
ian" inheritance would seem to merely add a novel mechanism to the growing list 
in molecular biology, while it would take a major shift of conceptualization to incor
porate it into neo-Mendelian, neo-Darwinian evolutionary theory. Indeed, to many, 
"incorporation" would seem nonsensical, a conjunction of contraries, so such a theo
retical shift would indeed be revolutionary-a "paradigm shift" in Kuhn's sense. 

The argument of this chapter is painted with a broad brush because the prospects 
are limited for philosophical contributions at the front line of rapidly advancing 
fields such as epigenetic inheritance. Here , I treat MM specialties as similar with 
respect to certain broad features of theory structure. I also treat QE specialties as 
similar in pursuing ( or being amenable to) quantitative modeling of dynamical 
systems. These are caricatures, to be sure, but my goals are modest: to reposition 
discussion of the controversy amid questions of theoretical risk and research invest
ment, in terms of a rough sketch of two kinds of theory structure in biology. I do 
not expect to get the details right because they will become different tomorrow 
anyway. 

Philosophy can not only be of science, it also can be for science (Griesemer 2008). 
It can contribute to fast-moving scientific fields in three ways: (1) offering new 
organizing descriptions of phenomena to help articulate scientific research agendas, 
(2) describing theory and model structures in relevant specialties to clarify differ
ences of measurement and explanatory strategies , and (3) articulating heuristic 
research strategies operating in the sciences-in the present context, reductionistic 
research strategies in molecular epigenetics and quantitative evolutionary biology. 
Here I focus on the second and third projects, as others have ably pursued the first 
in the case of epigenetic inheritance ( e.g., Jablonka and Lamb 1989, 1995, 1998, 2005; 
Rakyan and Whitelaw 2003; cf. Griesemer 1998a, 1998b, 2000, 2002a, 2010). 

In mechanistic molecular and quantitative evolutionary sciences, concepts of 
inheritance and evolution have different theoretical significance, and reductionism 
supports different explanatory styles. In MM sciences, reductionism generally adds 
consideration of lower levels in a hierarchy of material mechanisms to understand 
the operation of complex wholes, while in QE sciences reductionism generally adds 
consideration of lower levels to represent the engagement of forces, which usually 
requires simplification of the collection (and description) of forces used to explain 
the operation of mechanisms. 3 

A research agenda for epigenetic inheritance is taking shape in quantitative evo
lutionary theory. An example of how the agenda is beginning to consider just these 
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sorts of issues is the list of questions from a recent workshop at the U.S. National 
Evolutionary Synthesis Center (2009): 

1. What is epigenetics? 

2. What methodologies are available to investigate epigenetic variation and inheri
tance in model systems? 

3. How can we assess the frequency of heritable epigenetic processes in natural 
populations? 

4. How do we go from studying epigenetic variation to assessing its ecological 
relevance? 

5. How can we separate genetic from epigenetic effects in natural populations? 

6. How do we evaluate the relative importance of epigenetic effects for phenotypic 
evolution? 

These are the sorts of questions that would advance the state of the debate beyond 
critiques of neo-Darwinism and calls to revive Lamarckism and would begin to 
formulate quantitative models and testable hypotheses. 

A Three-Stage Toy Model of Relative Significance Claims 

Cross-specialty controversies about relative significance may be illuminated by a 
toy model of relative significance claims in three stages of research, even when the 
phenomena are rapidly moving targets. Mechanistic molecular research into epigen
etic inheritance may claim relative significance corresponding to demonstration of 
(1) the existence of the phenomenon, (2) sufficient causal "power" or "force" to be 
worthy of note in specific cases, and (3) sufficiently widespread occurrence to be 
worth testing for in every case. Debates about the relative significance of a novel 
kind of cause with respect to currently understood causes may thus address the 
following questions in turn: (1) Is the novel potential cause worthy of research 
investment even though its existence is in doubt or if means of detection and mea
surement are lacking? (2) Does the novel cause, even if known to exist, produce 
effects of comparable magnitude to known causes or figure in "important" cases, 
even though the competence of the cause is in doubt? ("Important" cases might 
include: humans, model organisms, animals, the whole tree of life, the progenote, or 
other origin-of-life entity.) (3) Does the novel cause potentially contribute widely 
enough across the domain of interest to be worth tracking, even though the respon
sibility of the cause in nature is in doubt? These historical stages, in which the 
existence, competence, or responsibility of a potential cause is doubted, correspond 
to a classical view of the causal basis for all mechanical sciences going back to 
Newton. 4 
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Diverse judgments of relative significance can be in play in each stage about the 
wisdom of investing in research activities. Of course, research investment judgments 
are made in risky contexts, else the research would not be worth doing. In concert 
with diversity of judgments, a plurality of investment decisions may be made in light 
of a plurality of risk management strategies among researchers and specialties. The 
process of science, according to the toy model, runs a certain course in order to 
resolve these different kinds of doubts, and in due course supports different modes 
of pluralism about causes in each stage. Beatty (1995, 1997) and Mitchell (2003) 
address problems that center on issues of causal responsibility and causal compe
tence in their concentration on matters of laws in biology and the unity or disunity 
of science. However, pluralism in the first stage, when doubt about the existence of 
a phenomenon is in play, is new to the philosophical literature. It emerges from the 
variety of judgments among scientific specialties or lines of work about investment 
worthiness of a given possible cause or phenomenon. 

Serious engagement of epigenetic inheritance with quantitative evolutionary 
theory is at an early stage, even though it has been heralded for at least twenty years 
(Jablonka and Lamb 1989). The existence of epigenetic inheritance is by now well 
established, and debate is moving to the second stage. MM literature on relative 
significance for evolution concerns competence to produce molecular epigenetic 
inheritance effects, and is not the same problem as competence to generate theoreti
cally significant evolutionary forces. My diagnosis of the current state of epigenetic 
inheritance theory is that QE scientists have resisted the move from stage 1 to stage 
2 implicit in MM scientists' proposal of evolutionary significance because the sig
nificance within MM theory of a competent molecular mechanism of epigenetic 
inheritance is substantially different from the significance in QE theory of a com
petent evolutionary mechanism of epigenetic inheritance. What looks like a simple 
domain extension of hereditary phenomena from an MM point of view, looks like 
a more radical theoretical transformation for QE. 

Toy Models for Two Kinds of Theories 

Neo-Darwinian quantitative evolutionary theory is open to a variety of possible 
mechanisms of heredity. As widely noted, this was a necessity when Darwin framed 
his theory because so little was known about heredity at the cellular and molecular 
levels, not to mention the ecological level. A multiplicity of possible mechanisms 
leads inevitably to relative significance disputes over which mechanisms occur, 
which are more relevant, more powerful, more widespread, and so on. But which 
kind of dispute, at which stage(s)? 

The variety of modes of resistance to an evolutionary role for epigenetic inheri
tance ( e.g., DNA methylation or histone acetylation) ranges over various doubts 
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about the competence of epigenetic systems to cause stable, heritable, high-fidelity 
variations that are transmitted to offspring organism generations. Evolutionary 
theorists (Haig and Westaby 1989; Walsh 1996; Hall 1998; Pal and Hurst 2004) have 
suggested that epigenetic inheritance systems, in contrast to the genetic system, 
exhibit the following: 

• Limited rather than unlimited heredity 

• Transmission through mitosis but not meiosis 

• Epigenetic mark resetting in embryogenesis and de nova reestablishment in off
spring rather than true transgenerational transmission 

• Limited phylogenetic distribution 

• High, variable epimutation rates 

• Limited distribution of methylation marks in the genome (mainly retrotranspo
sons' silencing). 

Moreover, the enzymes involved in molecular epigenetic inheritance systems are 
themselves gene-encoded. Thus, epigenetic inheritance depends in turn on genetic 
inheritance, so epigenetic inheritance "reduces to" genetic inheritance one genera
tion back, just as maternal effects reduce to gene expression with transgeneration 
time lags.5 

To elaborate on this chapter's main hypothesis: MM research, showing the exis
tence of epigenetic inheritance and the competence to produce epigenetic heritabil
ity, appeals to a different notion of competence than does QE theory. Competence 
of a mechanism to produce cell-level heritability (a key role for epigenetic inheri
tance in multicellular development) is not the same as competence to produce 
stable, high heritability necessary for multigenerational response to cumulative 
selection. 

QE science resisted significance claims for epigenetic inheritance in evolution by 
MM scientists because even if epigenetic inheritance mechanisms exist and are 
competent to produce the developmental phenomena of cell heritability (and other 
regulatory effects), it does not follow that these mechanisms are competent to 
support substantial organism-level evolutionary forces. The tension arises because, 
to MM sciences, the change in evolutionary theory looks conservative: Darwinians 
need only add another mechanism to their list of mechanisms that promote herita
bility. But in QE theory, the dynamics cannot be modeled just by adding a new 
parameter for epigenetic heritability. 

Consider toy models for MM and QE theories. MM theories are lists of molecular 
mechanisms (maybe also lists of interactions among mechanisms). MM explanations 
are causal narratives that string mechanisms together in a particular structure and 
account for effects by describing conditions that trigger cascading operations of 
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mechanisms. Reductionism means looking for the smallest list adequate to account 
for phenomena of interest. Mechanisms that exist, but are unnecessary for explana
tion, count as relatively insignificant. 

QE theories are expressions of the time rate of change in a set of variables accord
ing to mathematical operations. They are dynamical theories if the variables repre
sent causal forces. The mere list of variables and operations does not constitute the 
theory. The "stringing together" in a particular mathematical expression is part of 
the structure of the theory. Explanation can also be understood as a causal narrative, 
but by filling variables already embedded in a structure with values so as to solve 
the expression ( e.g., for equilibria) under specified conditions. Reductionism here 
means looking for the most general expression adequate to phenomena of interest. 
Mechanisms that exist, but whose variable expressions do not alter dynamics very 
much over cases in the domain or relative to other mechanisms, count as relatively 
insignificant. 

Conservative and Transformative Theoretical Change 

A key difference lies in where the structure of causal narratives is located. For MM 
sciences, that structure is assembled to some extent ad hoc in the act of explaining 
a phenomenon while, for QE sciences, structure is embedded in the expression of 
the theory. The adaptive, self-organizing, "autopoietic" character of biomolecular 
mechanisms has inspired a different approach to theory structure in MM sciences. 
Particular explanations supply not only the conditions but also the relevant causal 
structure. Thus the relative significance debate for MM scientists should be about 
the extent of applicability or the causal contribution of epigenetic inheritance rela
tive to genetic inheritance in evolution, and hence should raise the stakes only in 
particular causal explanations of particular empirical cases. 

In QE science, the theoretical change called for by MM scientists investigating 
epigenetic inheritance looks like whole theory transformation because epigenetic 
heritability cannot be modeled by anything like the genetic theory of heritability, 
which depends fundamentally on a (roughly) Mendelian genotype-phenotype map. 
Merely expanding the list of evolutionary mechanisms producing heritability will 
not work because the phenotypic nature of heritability entails that inheritance 
systems interact to produce the phenotype. These interactions cannot be addressed 
only in particular explanations-they must be embedded as structures in the theory 
itself, or else the models as well as explanations will be ad hoc. This theoretical dif
ference is key to differing judgments in MM and QE sciences about the relative 
significance that research investments into epigenetic inheritance would make. 

There has been a lot of work in applied quantitative genetics on birth weight, 
longevity, and age at first reproduction (Falconer 1981). These are the very sorts of 
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phenotypes that are now being shown to be under epigenetic regulatory control 
(see chapter 23 in this volume). Predictive failure of standard quantitative genetics 
models in cases where molecular mechanists can demonstrate that epigenetic inheri
tance operates for the phenotype might get the attention of quantitative evolution
ary theorists,just as teratologies and disease conditions represented early candidates 
for Mendelian explanation, and especially since the mathematical theory of selec
tion has advanced considerably beyond the classical theories of population and 
quantitative genetics, such as in the Price equation formalism (Price 1970, 1972). To 
make real progress in QE theory for such cases, the mapping from inheritance 
mechanisms into phenotypes would have to change, and that is a deep conceptual 
problem. 

Epigenetic Inheritance in Evolution: Conservative or Transformative? 

Transformative theory change in MM sciences occurs when additions or specifica
tions to the theory list involve claims of interaction with other mechanisms already 
on the list, which necessitate revision or elimination of mechanisms previously 
understood from the list. In molecular epigenetics, working out the details ( e.g., of 
how a methytransferase enzyme causes DNA methylation) is conservative "speci
fication work" that merely provides detail to a mechanism already on the theory 
list. Adding histone acetylation to the list of epigenetic mechanisms for gene regula
tion (via chromatin remodeling rather than DNA alteration) is "addition work" (i.e., 
it further specifies the theory in the sense that it adds to it without further specifying 
other items on the list or altering other list elements, as opposed to specifying a 
mechanism already on the list). 

Resolving the way in which histone acetylation interacts with DNA methylation, 
and the possibility that only the two acting in concert are competent to regulate 
genes, are potentially transformative for MM theory in the sense that all those causal 
explanations of how DNA methylation silences genes, and even what methylation 
is for, would have to be rethought. We can see the transformative effect of discover
ing new kinds of interactions among mechanisms , in that successful explanatory 
causal narratives (which string mechanisms together) would have to be "restrung" 
if the novel interactions dictated different "assembly rules" for narrative explana
tions. In classical genetics, discovering that DNA is the carrier of genetic information 
dictated that inheritance narratives assemble mechanisms following the paths 
described by Crick's central dogma of the flow of genetic information (DNA to 
RNA to protein). 

Griesemer (2010) discusses molecular mechanisms of epigenetic inheritance and 
cases in which molecular discoveries support speculation about the evolutionary 
implications and theoretical significance in more detail. Here, I repeat one example 
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of MM science to illustrate how a seemingly modest proposal of a molecular mecha
nism might have transformative consequences for QE theory. 

Rakyan, Preis, Morgan, and Whitelaw (2001) offer a pair of mechanisms for the 
incomplete erasure and stochastic reestablishment of epigenetic marks in offspring 
which have the capacity to generate the variably expressive phenotypes observed 
in crosses of agouti- and yellow-colored mice. Such mechanisms would have evolu
tionary consequences insofar as the stability of epigenetic marks bears on questions 
of epigenetic heritability, and thus on the potential for and magnitude of evolution
ary response to selection and drift of epigenetic variation. 

One mechanism assumes that epigenetic marks are reestablished in the preim
plantation embryo (rather than in the primordial germ cells of the parents). To 
justify their model of the erasure and reestablishment mechanism, the authors cite 
evidence that maternal and paternal genomes are demethylated at different times 
in zygotic DNA, "so parent-of-origin-specific erasure does exist" (Rakyan, Preis, 
Morgan, and Whitelaw 2001 :7). The existence of the phenomenon of parent-of
origin-specific erasure licenses invoking it in a model of a mechanism which could 
generate the incomplete erasure pattern, provided the mechanism is "inefficient," 
leading to variable expressivity. 

Genetic experiments revealing variable "expressivity" or "penetrance" of traits 
were puzzling to classical geneticists who expected Mendelian mechanisms to yield 
clean, mathematically explicable results. The fur colors of mice that are genetically 
identical and raised in similar environments should be the same, but it isn't always 
so. Studies through the 1970s and 1980s, using classical genetic crossing techniques 
( e.g., reciprocal crosses between heterozygotes and wild-type out bred mice) attrib
uted the variability to "unlinked modifier genes" (see Rakyan, Preis, Morgan, and 
Whitelaw 2001:5). This work represented only conservative theory change for both 
MM and QE sciences in the sense that the ways modifier genes work had been 
investigated empirically and mathematically by population and evolutionary geneti
cists, so explanations in both fields merely applied a known kind of interaction, 
already on the MM list and already accounted for in QE models, to new cases, 
although their dynamical sufficiency is hard to test. Jablonka and Lamb (1995), in 
their argument for the significance of epigenetic inheritance in evolution, reviewed 
many cases of variable expression from classical genetics and argued that the con
servative strategy swept the epigenetic phenomena under the rug rather than faced 
up to the need to transform evolutionary theory. 

Emma Whitelaw and colleagues conducted experiments on these same classically 
understood traits in mice (agouti fur color and kinked tail shape), using inbred 
strains so that it would be unlikely that modifier gene differences could explain the 
variations among offspring (Rakyan, Preis, Morgan, and Whitelaw 2001). They 
found correlations in fur color between parents and offspring (though not as strong 
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as would be expected if the traits were determined by Mendelian genes). They also 
did transpl ant experiments to rule out metabolic differenc es in intrauterine environ
ments of mothers with different fur color as the cause of the variable offspring traits . 
They found that transplanting fertilized eggs of yellow females into black females 
did not alter the proportion of fur colors among offspring compared with those 
gestated by yellow mothers (Rakyan ,Preis, Morgan , and Whitelaw 2001:5). Although 
environmental causes prior to transplant , tion could not be ruled out, they con
cluded the inheritance pattern "is likely to be due to an epigenetic modification" 
(Rakyan, Preis , Morgan, and Whitelaw 2001:6). 

However, their interpretation of the results is conservative, because only genetic 
mechanisms are supposed to account for the trait's heritability. For example, they 
d ny that lheir mechanisms are Lama r kian. They suppose that epigenetic marks 
in the pare nts are ense d either in the formation of germ cells or in the preimplanta
Lion zyg te, and aTC rando mly rees tabli hed at either gamete maturation or early 
em bryo ene is. This ccurs either becau c the erasure mechanism is not 100 percent 
eff ctiv in eras ing all epig neti mark or for enes that are unmarked in the 
parent, the reestablishment mechanism i o l I 00 percent effective. TI1is incomplc1e 
erasure or reestablishment explains the degre r herilab'ility of lhe trait (Rakyan, 
Preis, Morgan, and Whitelaw 2001:7). The random ness of re stab lishmenL is inter
preted to mean that the environment does not direct the productio n of berilabl 
variation , but rather that variation arises as a result of "ranc.lom failure L completely 
erase marks at certain alleles during development" R akyan. Pr i .. M rgan, and 
Whitelaw 2001:8). The speculation that the mechani sm is st cha tic is plausible 
given that biomolecular mechanisms are generally less than 100 percent efficient, 
but it introduces a measure of conservatism into considerations about what sort of 
investment in theoretical evolutionary research would be needed to accommodate 
epigenetic inheritance mechanisms. If the molecular epigenetic mechanism gener
ates random variation, as does the genetic system, then Lh re would seem to be no 
need to consider radical, nonrandom Lamarckian alternatives. Rakyan Preis, 
Morgan and Whitelaw (20 I) don t close the door completely on Lamarckian epi
genetic inheritance but leave the e istence of the phenomenon in doubt, thus 
lea ving Lh licen ing f modeling ff n s uncertain as well. 

l have focus d n this 2001 paper because it marks a pivotal moment in the 
history of molecular epigenetics. The bas ic phenomena of moleculnr epigenclic· arc 
discoveries of the late 1970s and 1980s; lh ir incorpo rat ion inlo an MM theo ry is 
more or less a product of the 1990s, espec ially with lhe d vel pment of bi ulfile 
sequencing m thods and a broaderu11g survey of la ·a for meth lalion (and other 
ep igenetic) mechanisms by application of bi informatics to I· to the growin Ji t f 
eq uencecl Laxa. In the ear ly 2000s it appear · that epigenetic mechanisms for gene 

re ulat i n, and s1 ecially f r the m·1int nance of differentiated cell types in devel-
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opment, became widely accepted in the molecular community (i.e., reported in 
textbooks such as Turner 2001; cf. Gilbert and Epel 2009). The potential evolutionary 
significance of epigenetic inheritance dawned on many in the molecular epigenetics 
community as the evidence for transmission through meiosis mounted, particularly 
in Drosophila, yeast, mice, and humans (Klar 1998). In 2001, it made sense to evo
lutionists to remain cautious about evolutionary implications, particularly because 
the molecular mechanisms were still being specified, but from the molecular point 
of view, epigenetic inheritance phenomena were fully demonstrated, so evolutionary 
modeling was justified. 

Conservative QE research specifies variables in established models by appealing 
to mechanisms whose molecular competence, as well as their existence, is demon
strated, in order to establish evolutionary competence and to guide empirical inves
tigation into responsibility in nature. Transformative QE research recognizes new 
quantities and interactions or new kinds of potential mechanisms that require math
ematical expressions with different structure to adequately describe their behavior. 
It is clear in the example from Rakyan, Preis, Morgan, and Whitelaw (2001) that the 
MM theory specification is conservative, that Whitelaw and colleagues are sensitive 
to the potentially transformative effects of their proposed mechanisms on QE 
theory, and that they describe features of the mechanisms that might avoid trans
formative QE implications. What is not clear is whether claims about the properties 
of their proposed mechanisms that assimilate them to genetic inheritance are suf
ficient to avoid full investigation of alternative QE theories, in order to determine 
whether the consequences are indeed relatively modest theoretically. 

It is a hallmark of relative significance claims in QE theory that the only way to 
judge a causal factor as relatively insignificant is to model it and show that it cannot 
be significant (causally competent) even if it exists, and therefore cannot be respon
sible in nature, even if it sometimes occurs. This is a significant and key difference 
from MM science: QE theory has to embed a quantity in the theory to judge the 
relative significance of what it represents. Thus, claims from MM sciences that some 
mechanism exists and may have evolutionary implications nearly always imposes 
risky, potentially transformative research burdens on QE theorists. Hence the gener
ally skeptical stance toward calls to move from stage 1 to stage 2. 

Conclusion: Reductionism as a Heuristic Research Strategy 

If the hypothesis that differing claims about relative significance of epigenetic 
inheritance in evolution result in part from mismatched judgments about the need 
for new theoretical work in evolutionary biology is correct, what can be done about 
it? One answer is to wait a week (such is the pace of this research), and the empiri-
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cal landscape will be substantially different. TI1is is effective but not theoretically 
satisfying. A second answer is to look for a general characterization of heritability 
and quantitative dynamical theory that can accommodate epigenetic inheritance 
as a possible mechanism for phenotypic heritability. If taken seriously, this answer 
is likely to be transformative, and that looks really hard. It would be nice, there
fore, to have a conservative (not risky) strategy toward QE theory construction 
that could nevertheless lead to transformative solutions if they turn out to be 
necessary. 

Our problem is one of theory construction. Here, a heuristic use of reductionism 
may help (see Griesemer 2000, 2002b). Heuristic reductionism for MM theories 
might look like this: add a model, mi, of a novel mechanism to the theory T = IM} 
(a set of models mi E M), making any necessary adjustments to the specification of 
existing mechanisms, in order to construct a new version of the theory, T*. Then 
check to see if the new theory supports causal narratives of familiar phenomena 
without the involvement of the new mechanism. If that is the case, the old theory 
reduces (in the classical sense of approximate derivation) to the new theory insofar 
as the old theory can now be seen as a simplification of the new one (i.e., lacking 
the new model, mj). 

A similar story applies to QE theories: add a quantity, Qi, to T to get T*. Then 
check to see if T* explains ( causally narrates) phenomena, holding Qi constant ( or 
using other ceteris paribus assumptions). If so, T reduces to T* as a simplification 
(e.g., by taking a limit). 

These are heuristic strategies for theory construction. They are reductionistic via 
additivity assumptions. If such strategies succeed, they are conservative. If they fail, 
then a nonadditive, transformative change of theory may be adequate. These are 
risk- "tolerant" strategies which aim to be conservative but can take advantage of 
failures to facilitate transformation when necessary. Differently put, it's no great 
loss if it turns out that a new, more adequate theory is not reducible to an old, less 
adequate theory. 

The discovery of epigenetic mechanisms of gene, cell, and organism regulation 
presents investment trade-offs for molecular biologists and for evolutionary biolo
gists-but not necessarily the same trade-offs. Moreover, because the disagreement 
is built around phenomena of shared interest and interdependent lines of work, 
relative significance claims and investments in one line of work can have a bearing 
on the evaluation of relative significance in the other. What one line of work sees 
as risky another may not, so risk-averse conservatives and risk-tolerant heuristic 
reductionists may call for patterns of research investment in other lines of work 
based on differing relative significance assessments. Reconciliation of this kind of 
"entangled" disagreement between lines of work may be central to interdisciplinary 
scientific arenas such as evo-devo and epigenetic inheritance. Reconciliation is 
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beyond the scope of this chapter, but by identifying sources of disagreement, perhaps 
more productive cooperation can ensue. 
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Notes 

1. Quantitative theories such as those arising from population, quantitative, and evolutionary genetics 
models of selection, drift, and evolution are not, of course, all there is to the evolutionary sciences. My 
focus is on those specialties in evolutionary biology which quantify evolutionary change, whether kineti
cally in terms of rates or dynamically in terms of forces and causes, because these provide one important 
target of claims about the significance of epigenetic inheritance. 

2. The "normal science"/"revolutionary science" distinction is due to Kuhn (1970). I do not intend the 
contrast between conservative and transformative to evoke all of Kuhn's ideas in his theory of scientific 
revolutions, especially not his claims of (meaning) "incommensurability." 

3. Thus, molecular mechanists seek molecular explanations of cell behavior in their reductionist research 
strategies while reductionist quantitative evolutionary biologists explain dynamics of populations of 
organisms in terms of (simplified) descriptions of dynamics of populations of genes. On reductionistic 
research strategies in general, see Wimsatt (2007). On mechanistic explanation and reductionism, see 
Bechtel (2006), who argues that mechanistic science is different from the sort of science traditionally 
described by philosophy of science, which is more aptly applied to explain quantitative physical sciences 
as well as the population biological sciences. 

4. Hodge (1977). 

5. This is a species of molecular "Weismannism" which traces all causal determination in development 
to a specific molecular origin. See Griesemer and Wimsatt (1989) and Griesemer (2005). 
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